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ABSTRACT: In this paper an intelligent platform of virtual learning is presented. The platform supports autonomous

learning of students and allows administrators to develop virtual academic programs. Platform has tools for classes and

quizzes and generates a map of contents based on the relationship between content units allowing students to navigate the

topic in an autonomous way. Platform can represent the relationship between courses in a career, in this case Systems

Engineering at Universidad Nacional de Colombia. A course of basic programming and a tool developed to learn functional

programming called fρ –L  earning are also presented.
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1. Introduction

In the years (thanks to Computing and Communications technologies), educational models have been transformed from monolithic

lineal models to flexible non lineal models centred in the skills and abilities of each student. Such flexible and non-lineal model

allows students to learn in their own way and at their own rhythm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5].

In this transformation, several dierent educational process, from class room attendance education process to distance education

process (using radio, TV, internet and mobile devices), have been included [6].

E-learning is a distance educational model which integrates information technologies with pedagogical elements in order to

teach and train “on line” students in a particular topic [1]-[5]. An e-learning system is composed by several subsystems

including but not limited to the following sub-systems:

1) Learning Management System [7] [8] [9]: In charge of managing, distributing and controlling the training activities. In

particular, this sub-system manages users accounts and learning resources (documents, activities, assignments, etc), follows

the learning process of each student, applies test, generates individual reports, and manages communication resources such as

chat, video conferences and blogs.
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2) Content Management System [10] [11] [12]: In charge of defining and maintaining the educational program content (usually

courses content). It is done by defining content units with the possibility of being managed, personalized and used at dierent

moments of the learning process.

3) Intelligent Tutoring System [13] [14] [15]: In charge of guiding the student, in an interactive manner, through the educational

program content by using feed back, i.e., according to the perception the tutor systems has about the student.

4) Computer Adaptive Test [16] [17] [18]: In charge of maintaining and applying adaptive tests to students. Here, an adaptive test

is a test that is able to change questions, according to the answers initially provided by the student. In this way, the test

provides a better characterization of the level reached by the student, his/her diculties and achievements.

5) Topic interaction and simulation tools: A set of computational elements, such as programming compilers, virtual laboratories,

painting tools, cad engines, etc., that are integrated in the e-learning system, in order to allow students to apply or test their

learned skills and abilities.

In particular if contents, tests, and tutors are able to adapt according to the skills of each student, the e-learning system is called

adaptive e-learning system [19]. The purpose of this paper is to show the progress made by Universidad Nacional de Colombia

(National University of Colombia) in the definition and implementation of an adaptive e-learning system. Basically, the Content

Management System is defined and implemented as a directed graph (non-lineal structure) of content units. Each content unit

is defined as a set of short videos (each video with an associated question, examples, exercises and written document), adaptive

tests, and intelligent tutor system. The content graph is presented as an interactive tool allowing the student to go to any

content through an special node called the “HUB ” but also following the recommendation given by the content designer.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the module classes and the tools to interact with students. Section

III we present the map module, the window where student explores the content units and the base component (HUB). Section

IV we present the algorithm to locate the position of the content units and the HUB. Section V we present two option of the

language interface of the platform, one in English an another in Spanish. Section VI we present the platform data model using for

storing all information about students, courses, etc. Section VII we present a proposal of a course of functional programming,

this contents and the application  fρ –L  earning. Section VIII we present the traditional platforms used for teaching at the

Universidad Nacional de Colombia. Finally, we present some conclusions.

2. The Classes Module

The classes module is inspired in the structure proposed by Stanford University in some on-line courses oered since the second

term of 2011 (i.e. artificial intelligent course [20]). In this structure each class includes a series of videos and quizzes prepared by

the professor. Key concepts of a content unit are presented in short videos with a duration no longer than 10 minutes. If the

videos are too long students could get bored. After some of the videos the student has to present some questions related to the

video. If the answers were wrong a video with an explanation about the right answer is presented.

A similar structure were developed (Figure 1); the current version of the platform includes a series of videos with his previews,

in this way the student can select which video want to see, as shown in Figure 2. Quizzes are under development, the quizzes

could have multiple choices with one or multiple answers, or a simple numeric answer in case the quiz requires do some little

exercise.

Also the class module include a chat module (see Figure 1 right); in which students in the same class can discuss about the

videos, if some of them has a question or comment other could help them. The chat allow send message to everyone in the class

(public messages) or and specific user (private messages). Private messages are sent using @username, this is based on the

style used by social networks such as facebook or twitter. Chat create a better experience for the students while they are using

the platform, making them feel as if they were in a real class talking with their classmates, a monitor or a professor.

The class interface has a navigation bar below which presents the possibility to go to the course map (home page), the exercises

and documents of the class (these two modules are under development) see Figure 1 (bottom). Exercises will be classified

according their diculty (this classification is made by the professor); the idea is that the platform adapts the exercises to the

student. If a student can solve an exercise, the platform suggest a harder exercise than the previous one. If a student cannot

solve the exercise, the next one will be easier.
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Figure 2. Video view and pre-views

Figure 1. Class view

Content Unit Hub Student

Figure 3. Contents map
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3. Map Module

Map is a graphical representation of the relationship between content units. Map allows students to explore the content units

that belong to a course. Main idea is to give a student the freedom to choose the topic of his/her preference. The base

component of the map is the “HUB”. HUB is defined as a point in the space in which the student starts. Student can go from this

point to a content unit. Each content unit is represented by a planet. If a content unit is available from the gate, the planet is

surrounded by stars. In Figure 3, all the topics are available from the gate.

By clicking a planet the student is teleported to that place and a Dialog with options for classes, exercises and documents about

a topic are displayed (Figure 4). Each content unit has a teleport that allow the student to go to another dependent unit or to the

HUB. When a topic is completed a flag is displayed (Figure 5).

4. Algorithm to Locate Content Units Automatically

An algorithm to locate the contents map is proposed in this section, the position of each content units is generated from a

directed graph, where the units are its nodes and relationships are its edges. To show an example of this algorithm in Figure 6 we

presents an academic curriculum of the career of Systems Engineering of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia which is a

directed graph; each label of the graph is replaced by a number. Graph is read from top to bottom and left to right, thus

MATEMATICASI is replacement by  1 , EXPRESION GRA FICA is replacement by  2 , and so on until MATEMATICAS II is

replacement by  6 , FISICAI is replacement by  7 , the same happens with the rest of the 56 nodes. The edges among nodes are

defined as sorted pairs such as: {( 1  ,  6 ), ( 1  ,  7 ), ( 6  ,  12 ), ( 6  ,  13 ), ( 6  ,  29 ), ( 7  ,  13 ), ( 12  ,  18 ), ( 12  ,  19 ), ( 12  ,  20 ),

( 12  ,  25 ), . .}.

´ ´ ´ ´

´

Figure 4. Content unit options

Topic Completed Teleport

Dependent topics

Figure 5. Content navigation

The system will keep track about topics done, videos watched and quizzes solved by a student. With this data the system could

suggest to the user which topic will be next, based on the performance of all the students.

Grid is created from the set of edges and the number of nodes in the following way: i) Isolate nodes are searched, these are nodes

without descendants nor ancestors together with the special node HUB. ii) Initial nodes are searched and stored in a list, these

are nodes with descendants but without ancestors; this list is stored as first element in another list L. iii) Nodes which are

second component in the edges where the first component are initial nodes are searched and stored in a list; this list is stored

as second element in the list L. The same process is done with the rest of nodes which are second component in the edges where

first component in the edges set is in the last list of the list L, and so on, until complete the search with all nodes. iv) As a node

may be repeated in two distinct lists, all occurrences are deleted except the last. v) From first list into the list each node is located

on Map from top to bottom separated by two cells. After that, two cell are moved towards right and each node into second list

into the list is located from top to bottom, and so on with the rest of the lists into the list . vi) HUB node is located two cells below

the previous nodes at the center of the grid. vii) isolate nodes are located two cell below of the HUB node.

When a new node is add to set of nodes, it is located after of the set of isolated nodes. Figure 7 shows a part of the grid obtained

from last directed graph (curriculum of Figure 6) and application of previous algorithm.
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Figure 6. Example of a directed graph for initializing position on a Map

Figure 7. Grid obtained from graph presented in Figure 6 and the use

of algorithm to automatically locate content units on the Map Module

5. Internationalization

One of the key objectives of the platform is to be viewable in different languages, in order to guarantee that no matter where a

teacher or student comes from, or simply which language preference user has, they will always be able to work with the platform.

To achieve this, the platform has been designed to work with the user’s preferred language, according to the language they have

set in their browser. However, in case the user wishes to change the language the platform is displayed in, this is possible just

by clicking a button on the site. An example of this is shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 8. The platform viewed in English language

Internationalization takes advantage of the Gettext php module [21] for translations, and Smarty [22] to keep the site’s text

content loosely coupled from the business logic code, which also makes it more easily extensible. This works in such a way that

the translations of the menus are located in dictionaries, one for each language, placed in a separate folder, inside the locale

folder. So, in order to add support for a new language, all that’s required is to add a new folder with the appropriate language

dictionary file inside it. This dictionary files can be easily created by employing a gettext catalog editor, such as Poedit [23].

Figure 9. The platform viewed in Spanish language
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6. Data Model

The platform can store all the information about the users, data like personal information, registered courses, and history about

viewed courses and grades. In the same way database store all the information about existing courses in the platform, keeping

the relationship between courses, like dependences with other courses and the unit contents of each one of them. Although the

platform allows a free navigation in the different content units for each course, without restrictions, the professors that create

the course can establish a dependence notion to guide the student in what they believe is the best way to take the course. Also

is stored information about videos, exercises and documents associated to each topic, in this way all the important information

to the student will be available in the moment that the student need it.

In the same way, all the information about exercises and test developed for each student, like responses, time, among other; is

stored with the purpose of adapt the course according to the student progress. Also logs about navigation in the platform and

chat conversations are stored, to make data mining over this information and determine the best way to advise the student or to

correct the design of the course.

7. Application: Course of Functional Programming

A course of Functional Programming is proposed to be the first course to teach using this e-learning platform as pilot test. It is

a basic course of computer programming, the idea is to teach both structural programming and declarative programming.

Declarative programming is focused on functional programming, to teach this kind of programming a system called  fρ–L  earning

was designed. fρ –L  earning allows students to program with a functional style using Peano Arithmetic the primitive value “0”,

the successor function, a list constructor and recursive functions. This system has mainly three modules: a module for interpreting

functional programs (see Figure 10) [24], for inducing functional programs [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] and a debbuger of functional

programs [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35].

The content units of this course are:

1) Syntax of  fρ –L  earning (terminals and functions).

2) Logic operations (and, or, xor, etc.).

3) Arithmetic operations (sum, product, factorial, logarithm, etc.).

4) List operations (length, append, inverse, etc.).

5) Sorting algorithms (Bubble sort, Insertion sort, Merge sort, Selection sort, Quicksort, etc.).

6) Additional recursive algorithms (Tower of Hanoi, The eight queens puzzle, etc.).

8. Others Traditional Platforms of E-Learning Used

At the Universidad National de Colombia in this moment is massively used the platform Blackboard [36] and recently the virtual

learning environment Moodle [37] (Figure 11). The learning management system Blackboard usually is used to upload a set of

presentations, exercises, homeworks, quizzes, tests on line, links to auxiliary web pages, as well as permits to create forums and

another kind of information (Figure 12). The main difference between this class of platform and the platform that we are

developing is that our platform permits to create a personal profile automatically as much students as teachers using data mining

[38], suggests the form than a student may take the lessons but it is not obligatory since the student may to navigate the content

freely and suggests which topics must be reinforce by the student when he/she did not approve the tests.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

The progress made by Universidad Nacional de Colombia (National University of Colombia) in the definition and implementation

of an adaptive e-learning system was presented. Content units are modelled in a non-linear structure. This work has shown that

it is possible to extend this model to Academic Programs of Universities because courses can be seen as unit contents with

relationships between them. It would be possible giving to students the ability to navigate courses of an Academic Program in

an autonomous way.
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Figure 10. Window for programming functional programs

Figure 11. Others e-learning platforms to teach at the Universidad National de Colombia

Aulas Virtuales (LMS):

Blackboard Moodle Moodle 2

It would be interesting to assess the effects of quizzes and short videos in the development of content units. Further research

might explore the perception of the student about the platform. An implication of adaptive evaluation is the possibility to

motivate students by giving dierent evaluations in the same way that students are improving their performance.

A definite need for internationalization is observed in the development of the platform to give access to different population

groups.

Data Model of this paper has a number of important implications for future practice. Further research might explore social

patterns of behavior and courses statistics in order to adapt the platform based on all information about exercises and tests and

student progress stored on the platform and to give suggestions to students about their performance.

A basic programming course is presented. An important practical implication is that teaching programming is a hard task. By this

reason tools for the learning of functional programming like fρ – L  earning were developed.
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Figure 12. Example of the aspect of the developer of education software Blackboard
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